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Professional Accountability

1. Model respect and seek to maintain trust
2. When possible share in a private area
3. Avoid tendency to downplay event
4. Balance empathy and objec�vity
5. An�cipate range of responses (push back)

6. Your role is to report behavior was no�ced
7. It’s not a control contest
8. Don’t expect thanks
9. Know your message and stay on it

10. Know your communica�on style (and your bu�ons)

1. Offer apprecia�on: “You’re important, if you weren’t I wouldn’t be here”
2. Use “I” statements: "I've been asked to share..."  “I received...”
3. Avoid “you” statements
4. Review the incident and provide appropriate specifics
5. Pause...respond to ques�ons, concerns

1. Express apprecia�on and affirma�on
2. Show empathy: “Now I feel I understand...”
3. “I would want to know...” “You feel they might have misinterpreted...”
4. If asked what to do, use the phrase: “Reflect on the issue, think of ways to prevent a recurrence.”
5. If appropriate, assure: ”This is a confiden�al conversa�on, known only to...”
6. "The only time this goes any further is if someone receives a number of observations and then..."
7. “Please don’t try to find out who...”

Principles for Informal Conversa�on

Opening the Conversa�on

Ending the Conversa�on

Informal Conversa�on
Regular (Cup of Coffee)
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Common Pushbacks/Responses

    It’s not a big deal.
    I’m surprised...was what I said/did really a problem?  I’ve had no other complaints...
POTENTIAL RESPONSES:
    I’m just your colleague...know your commitment to (team; patients; quality). 
    I know you to be a caring professional...
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Surprised/Dismissive:

Single Events

    This area is not well managed; talk to the manager.
    I do more ___ than anyone else in this group.  It gets hec�c because I don’t have enough support.
POTENTIAL RESPONSES:

 I don’t know all the challenges...seems you would want to discuss those
    challenges with ___.  However, ...

It’s The System:

    I would want to know, if someone thought this of me.

    The problem is other staff who make these reports to cover their own failures.  The problem is
    the lack of leadership in ___.
POTENTIAL RESPONSES:
    ...if there are threats to the culture, I trust you as a professional to make the staff (or their leaders)
    aware of a specific concern.

Blame Others:

    I see failures (non-compliance) to ___ and worse all over this place.
    You’re taking this way too seriously...I can’t believe we’re spending �me on this.
POTENTIAL RESPONSES:
    You might be right... yet someone was concerned enough to provide this feedback...

Defensive:


